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SELF/STORY
Editor’s Preface
-Eir-Anne Edgar and Tim Vatovec

Telling our stories and understanding the stories of others is formative. The process of narrating our lives helps us make sense of disconnected events, emotions, and our connections to others. The study of self, story and narrative reveals the ways in which the divisions between high and low culture have eroded. Perhaps this explains the attraction of reality television, the success of the seemingly mundane as expressed in the blogosphere, or a myriad of other quasi-voyeuristic activities, such as the rise in importance of the Facebook status. The pleasure of telling stories and listening to or reading others’ stories bridges the gaps that separate us from one another. This edition of disClosure explores the theme of self, story and life narrative in a variety of areas, disciplines, and media.

Creating this preface for the twenty-first edition of disClosure provides us, the editors, with a sense of how this edition’s story has evolved. Self, story and life narrative is a broad topic, and also one that attracted a variety of scholarly, creative, and artistic submissions from all over the globe. We were fortunate to receive submissions that trouble the notions of narration; that ask questions about authenticity and truth; that give us a fresh look at a practice that is as old as mankind itself. The Spring Lecture Series of the Committee on Social Theory gave our Collective an opportunity to discuss many of these issues with some of the leading scholars involved in Social Theory. Drs. Sidonie Smith, Keith Knapp, and Terry Castle explore topics such as narrative and authenticity; social theory and academic practice; and the future of intellectual pursuit in their interview discussions. In this edition, you will find scholarly articles that examine the links between national identity and personal history, authority in autobiography, fragmentation, and a host of other topics. Self/Story also includes a wealth of poetry, prose, and vibrant visual art. As with any life story, the narrative of the twenty-first edition of disClosure is linked with the stories of others who create, question, and challenge. We hope you enjoy this story – we happen to think it’s a great read.
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